Introduction
In the clinical applications of quantitative coronary angiography (QCA), 1 several factors could affect the final QCA results. Although the accuracy and precision of the analytical methods have steadily improved with the increasing complexity of algorithms, there is always a human factor involved in these processes, in terms of image acquisition with adequate contrast infusion, adequate catheter size, projection/frame selection, and segment definition. The users should have a complete understanding of all the possibilities and limitations of the current QCA acquisition and analysis techniques. Selection of optimal image projection 2 and cine frame selection in an assigned projection would be one of the crucial factors. A general guideline for frame selection has been proposed. 3, 4 Meanwhile, after agreeing on the general approach for frame selection, there remains a number of important issues that need to be addressed when defining a frame selection strategy for QCA.
Although a frame at the end-diastolic cardiac cycle is recommended, [5] [6] [7] this cardiac cycle is sometimes not available due to overlap of vessels or ambiguous vessel border (insufficient contrast in the vessel). In this case, the other cardiac cycle apart from the end-diastolic is preferable to obtain the non-overlapped sharp contour of vessels at stenosis and reference. Cine frame selection finally depends on the assigned analysis experts. Previous studies 5, 6, 8, 9 have showed that variability of QCA parameters due to cine frame selection were small and clinically negligible. However, there has been little data comparing QCA parameters analyzed from an assigned cine frame with those selected blindly in an assigned projection. In this study, we evaluated intra-and interobserver variability of QCA results between blind and pre-selected frames.
Methods
The consecutive patients in whom elective or ad hoc percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) was planned and written informed consent was obtained between June 1 and July 31 in 2012 at Nagoya City East Medical Center were considered for this study. A total of 9 patients with 9 lesions were included in this study. This study is a sub-analysis of the original study which evaluated the validity of 4F vs 6F catheters for QCA. 10 
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Clinical Medicine Insights: Cardiology taken were used for calibration and vessel analysis for QCA. All coronary angiographies were performed by a power injector with an injection rate of 2.5 mL after intracoronary injection of an adequate dose of isosorbide dinitrate. The cine film image was acquired with an Allura Xper FD 10/10 biplane system (PHILIPS, Amsterdam, The Netherlands). All angiograms were performed with the same contrast agent, Iopamiron (370 mg iodine/mL; Bauer Healthcare, Berlin, Germany). The image frame rate was 15 per second. The QCA system used was QAngioXA version 7.2 (Medis, The Netherlands). The cine frame used for catheter calibration should include a contrast-filled catheter tip of at least 4 to 5 cm, without contrast dye in the background field and the cine frame and angle/skew used for vessel analysis should be foreshortened minimally without vessel overlap.
Cine frame selection. Before QCA analysis, cine frames for catheter calibration or vessel analysis were selected in a single assigned projection by experienced QCA experts (A.E. and K.K.), who had 2 years of experience at the core laboratory, at the time of study, in a blind fashion and they performed QCA for cine frames selected by themselves (blind frame QCA). Furthermore, a supervisor (S.I.) selected cine frames in advance for QCA in the same assigned projection as blind frame QCA and A.E. and K.K. analyzed them (pre-selected frame QCA). All vessel measurements were performed twice for pre-selected frames and blind frames. All the 3 experts involved in the study have undergone documented training to deal with all the possible difficulties during QCA procedures. Briefly, cine frame selection was conducted based on the standard operating procedures (SOP) which included the selection of frames in maximum opacification, no significant overlapping structures, and occurring as close to end diastole as possible. In the cases where the end-diastolic cardiac portion was unavailable, cine frame with most severe stenosis with sharp edge was selected. This cine film selection process and QCA were undertaken in the original research, but not included in the authors' previously published study. 10 QCA analysis. The following parameters were automatically calculated during QCA and included for analysis: calibration factor (CF), maximal %DS (percent diameter stenosis), the corresponding minimal lumen diameter (MLD), the interpolated reference diameter (Int R) taken at the site of the obstruction, and lesion length (LL) (shoulder to shoulder). Int R and LL can be automatically measured using the functional curve. %DS is calculated as (1 -MLD/Int R) × 100. Quantitative coronary angiography was performed using 6F catheters as a scaling device. The difference in the number of cine frame counts between the 2 separate analyses, by the 2 selected experts in blind frame QCA, was calculated.
Intraobserver reliability in QCA measurements between first and second analyses by 2 experts in the selected and blind frame QCA. The first and second analysis data obtained at a 3-month interval by 2 experts were compared in CF, MLD, Int R, %DS, and LL. Variability in measurements was evaluated using mean and SD of the assigned differences, and coefficient of variation (CV). Data for pre-selected frame and blind frame QCA were analyzed separately.
Interobserver reliability in QCA measurements between 2 analysis experts in the selected and blind frame QCA. Two sequential data analyses were performed at an interval of 3 months by 2 experts, who compared CF, MLD, Int R, %DS, and LL. Variability in measurements was evaluated using mean and SD of the assigned differences, and CV. Interobserver variability between the 2 experts for blind and selected frame QCA measurements was evaluated using CV and intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs).
Multiple linear regression analysis to explore the potential factors of QCA variability. The procedural and lesion characteristics available in this study were included as potential factors that can be used to explain the variabilities in the QCA parameters.
Statistical analysis
All continuous variables (CF, MLD, Int R, %DS, and LL) were expressed as mean ± SD. Comparison of continuous variables was performed using the non-paired t test when applicable. Accuracy (mean differences between the 2 measurements, retaining the direction of the difference), precision (SD of differences), and CV (SD of differences divided by the mean of value of each variable) were calculated using all measurements by both experts, for both blind and selected cine frames, in the first and second analyses. Coefficient of variation was used to compare variability among the parameters. Intraclass correlation coefficient (2, 1) and ICC (2, 2) were used for interobserver reliability assessment and the reliability level Bland-Altman plots were given for all comparisons between the blind vs pre-selected and intraobserver vs interobserver analyses of the CF, MLD, Int R, %DS, and LL measurements.
To use a multiple regression analysis to explore the potential factors causing variabilities of CF, MLD, Int R, %DS, and LL, we used a standard deviation between 2 measurements for the same lesion as a dependent variable in a total of 72 repeated measures (8 repeated measures for 9 lesions). As the explanatory variables, cine frame selection mode (blind vs pre-selected), operator mode (intraobserver vs interobserver), target vessel (left anterior descending coronary artery [LAD] vs left circumflex artery [LCx]), lesion location (proximal vs mid), and lesion calcification (non/mild vs moderate/severe) were included.
This study was approved by the institutional review board of the Nagoya City East Medical Center. This study was carried out according to the Declaration of Helsinki. Written informed consent was obtained from all patients for the coronary angiography, PCI, and participation in this study.
Results

Clinical and lesion characteristics
Data are shown in Table 1 . The mean age of the study group was 68.8 years (range, 51-87 years) and 8 subjects were men. The diagnosis was angina pectoris in 5 patients, prior myocardial infarction in 3, and unstable angina pectoris in 1. Diseased vessels were the LAD in 6 patients and the LCx in 3 patients.
Difference in the number of cine frame count
Data are shown in Table 2 . Inherently, there was no difference in the pre-selected frame QCA due to its definition. Mean difference was 0.833 in cases that selected a same cardiac cycle in blind frame QCA. Different cardiac cycle (all adjacent cardiac cycle) was used in 6 measurements. In 67% of the analysis, 2 experts selected frame within the same cardiac cycle. In 28% of cases, they selected exactly the same cine frame. In 33% of cases, the 2 selections were in adjacent cardiac cycles, and none of the selection pairs were separated by 2 or more cardiac cycles.
Measurements and variability in CF, MLD, Int R, %DS, and LL between blind and pre-selected frame QCAs
Data are shown in Table 3 . A total of 72 measurements performed for 40 frames (9 frames in pre-selected frame QCA and 31 frames (5 frames identical in 2 analysis experts) in blind frame QCA by 2 experts were included to evaluate intraobserver and interobserver variability. There was no significant difference in measurements in all variables between blind and pre-selected QCAs. Coefficient of variation tended to be larger in MLD and LL than in CF, Int R, and %DS.
Intra-and interobserver variability in the blind and pre-selected frame QCAs
Intra-and interobserver variability are shown in Tables 4 and 5 . Mean values were not significant in the intraobserver variability in all variables. There was a significant difference in CF between 2 experts for blind QCA analysis in interobserver variability analysis. There was a significant difference in LL between 2 experts for pre-selected frame QCA in interobserver variability analysis. In the intraobserver variability, CV was higher in MLD and LL than in CF, Int R, and %DS. Coefficient of variation improved in pre-selected frame QCA analysis in all variables besides CF, which was smallest in both blind and pre-selected frame QCA analyses. Similar tendencies were also observed in interobserver variability. Intraclass correlation coefficient data are shown in Tables 6 and 7 . The correlation by linear regression analysis was better for Int R than the other variables. Intraclass correlation coefficient (2, 1) and ICC (2, 2) of Int R were almost perfect in blind frame and pre-selected frame QCAs. Intraclass correlation coefficient (2, 1) and ICC (2, 2) were substantial or lower in MLD, %DS, and LL by blind frame QCA. They improved to almost perfect when analyzing pre-selected frames in MLD, %DS, and LL. Bland-Altman plots are shown in Supplement 1: Figures 4a-e. Differences in MLD, Int R, %DS, and LL were larger in the blind frame QCA than in the pre-selected frame QCA, but similar between intraobserver and interobserver analyses.
Multiple linear regression analysis
The mode of cine film selection (Blind) was selected as an explanatory factor of QCA variability in MLD, %DS, and LL (Supplement 2: Tables 8 to 12 ). The target vessel (LAD) was selected as an explanatory factor of QCA variability in Int R.
Discussion
In both intra-and interobserver variability, the CV was larger in MLD and LL than in CF, Int R, and %DS in independently selected (blind) frame QCA analysis. However, the coefficient improved in pre-selected frame QCA analysis leading to similar CV among all variables. Similarly, ICC between 2 analysis experts in MLD, %DS, and LL using blind cine frames was only fair or moderate but improved to almost perfect after coincidence of the cine frames (pre-selected frames). These results suggested that cine film selection in an assigned projection might influence the QCA analysis. Although the principles for performing QCA analysis accurately are well established, there remains a significant operator-dependent variability in cine frame selection.
Intra-and interobserver variability in QCA practice among analysis experts cannot be overlooked even in the era of sophisticated QCA systems and software. This would be particularly important in the large studies where multiple core laboratories are involved in QCA. 4, 11, 12 In the clinical setting, many analyst-dependent factors do exist, until final data reaches the investigators in QCA evaluation. We must remember that cine film selection for catheter calibration and vessel analysis could be an important process in the whole QCA procedure and core laboratory experts should be trained for maintenance of low intra-and interobserver variability. 7, 8, 13, 14 Figures 1 to 3 show the QCA procedural steps for a lesion in this study comparing the analyses for the blind and preselected cine frames. Once the proximal and distal points were determined, an edge detection algorithm and functional line can be used to determine the MLD, Int R, and LL followed by %DS calculation. These steps can be repeated automatically as shown in Figures 2 and 3 . However, the most crucial steps in QCA might be obtaining QCA-dedicated cine films for calibration, coronary lesions, and appropriated cine frames (Figure 1 ).
Herrington and Walford 9 showed the sources of variability in QCA and proposed a general guideline for cine frame selection. Among them, we specifically focused on the influence of cine frame selection in an assigned projection as one of the important QCA procedures in this study. The strength of this study was that we compared QCA results between blind and pre-selected frames, calculated the influence of CF, and evaluated the influence of cine film selection by CV and ICC and multiple linear regression analysis. In contrast to MLD, %DS, and LL, Int R showed almost perfect ICCs in blind frame QCA analysis as well as pre-selected frame QCA. Int R was calculated from the functional line as the reference diameter at the most stenotic site. Similarly, LL was also calculated from functional line (shoulder to shoulder). Intraclass correlation coefficient was substantial in blind frame QCA and improved to almost perfect in pre-selected frame QCA. It is because LL could be strongly influenced by vessel tortuosity change due to Ito et al 5 cardiac cycle. Although cine frames for catheter calibration were obtained in blind and pre-selected manner, there was no difference in mean CF between blind and pre-selected cine frame QCA not affecting QCA results. In interobserver variability between 2 experts in blind frame QCA, there was significant difference in CF. The reason was not clear; however, the amount was very limited.
Variability of CF might be one of the causes of variability in QCA results between selected and blind cine frame selection, but has not been clarified. Mean and SD of CF difference were −0.000256 and 0.0048943, respectively. When measuring a 3-mm diameter, 0.0048943 SD of CF difference potentially might correspond to 0.0841 mm. Thus, CF variability might partially explain MLD variability (SD) between blind and Abbreviations: CF, calibration factor; %DS, percent diameter stenosis; Int R, interpolated reference diameter; LL, lesion length; MLD, minimal lumen diameter; QCA, quantitative coronary angiography. Accuracy, precision, and coefficient of variation (%): same as in Table 3 . A and b same as in Table 4 .
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pre-selected cine frame QCAs by about (0.0841/0.215 = SD of MLD difference) 39%. Herrington and Walford 9 analyzed the coincident rate of selected cine frames in 30 coronary lesions between 2 analysis experts. They selected the optimal frame as close to end diastole according to SOP of each core laboratory. The mean difference in the selected cine frame count was 19.4. In 50% of the 30 lesions, they selected frames from a same cine cardiac cycle, in 35% from adjacent cardiac cycle, and in 15% from 2 separated cardiac cycles. They selected the exactly same frame only in one case. Our study showed better results in the rate of exactly same frame selection. We should recognize that small differences do occur, between analysts, in selecting optimal cine frames despite the use of guideline/SOP. Because cine frame selection would be at the discretion of each analysis experts, subjective factors might contribute to the final decision when frames for end-diastolic cardiac cycle or sharpest stenosis are not completely acceptable as the optimal frames for QCA in some cases.
Selzer et al 6 showed that frame to frame variation of MLD measured at frames in the end-diastolic portion of the cardiac cycle was very small and smaller than that at frames in the other portion of cardiac cycle. The reason might be related to the least motion artifact, intraluminal mixing of contrast in the end diastole, and least vessel segment straightening. Adjacent frames selected from end diastole had the lowest CV (<5.0%). 6 Once a portion of the cardiac cycle has been selected, the only remaining question is which frame should be used. Reiber et al 5, 15, 16 examined the variability of differences between frames that were ±1, ±2, or ±3 frames apart within the same portion of Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; %DS, percent diameter stenosis; ICC, intraclass correlation; Int R, interpolated reference diameter; LL, lesion length; MLD, minimal lumen diameter. A and b: same as in Table 4 .
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Clinical Medicine Insights: Cardiology the cardiac cycle (end-diastolic) and revealed that variability of random error of MLD and %DS measurements was a bit smaller in ±1,2 cardiac frames than in ±3 (MLD; 0.20 vs 0.23, %DS; 6.3 vs 7.0). There was no difference in variability between frames in ±1 cardiac cycle when the selected portion was exactly the same. They concluded that the selection of a cine frame for quantitative analysis in the end-diastolic phase of the cardiac cycle might not be very critical. 5 Sirnes et al 8 also evaluated the reproducibility of QCA assessing variability due to frame selection, different observers, and different digital laboratories. They concluded that the overall variability in the interobserver and interlaboratory comparisons was 11.2% and 10.4%. Precision in MLD ranged from 0.12 to 0.20 mm, which is considered as acceptable in clinical studies. However, this study did not compare QCA results between pre-selected and blind cine frames, as was done in our study. Meanwhile, Fishcell et al 3 demonstrated a marked variability in the QCA results (%DS immediately post PCI and at follow-up, restenosis rate, and late luminal loss) in a stent study when operators have the ability to select which frame to analyze (frame bias) using 3 different ways: frame chosen while making the stent appear least narrowed (best), frame chosen while making the stent appear most narrowed (worst), and measurement from the mean value from 3 consecutive enddiastolic frames (core).
Thus, according to the previous studies which evaluated variability of QCA for native coronary stenosis, influence of cine frame selection was not considered as significant.
On evaluation by CV and ICCs, our study revealed that the difference in selected cine frames might affect intra-and interobserver variability in QCA results in MLD and LL, even when selected end-diastolic phase was used.
In the multiple regression analysis, the blind cine film selection was found to be an explanatory factor of QCA variativity in this study. However, unknown explanatory factors that could not be included in this study might exist according to the small adjusted R 2 value (0.075-0.205). On the other hand, a vessel (LAD) was selected as an explanatory factor in Int R. The reason for this is unknown, however; we suspected that the preselected cine frames in some LAD lesions were not appropriate for analyzing Int R. Because the adjusted R 2 was as small as 0.0724 in this model, the influence was limited.
QCA is based on the coronary angiography, which is the most fundamental imaging modality used for diagnosis and intervention. We evaluated the influence of the cine frame selection as one of the crucial QCA procedures for the accuracy and precision of QCA. Meanwhile, the recently developed intravascular ultrasound sonography and fractional flow reserve, which are more invasive than angiography, can provide better accuracy especially in MLD and LL compared with angiography. These modalities should be used differently by taking into the merits and invasiveness.
There are several crucial manual steps besides cine frame selection in performing QCA. In our study, the influence of cine film selection alone was evaluated. This is a novelty of our study in that it comparing blind vs pre-selected cine frames. The influence of every manual step should be eliminated as far as possible. In this respect, we tried to find out how cine film selection affects the QCA results.
Study Limitations
There were several limitations to this study. First, this study was performed on a small number of lesions and by only 2 operators. Furthermore, data on clinical and lesion characteristics were skewed. A larger study with more lesions and operators is warranted to generalize the results of this study. Second, cine films acquired for QCA were at the discretion of the operators. There is a possibility that optimal projections for QCA might not be selected in some cases. Although coronary evaluation positions should have been standardized, we sometimes could not help selecting an unusual view for QCA due to vessel overlap in the conventionally used views such as in case 5 (anteroposterior cranial view for left circumflex lesion). To overcome this problem, future studies should adopt novel view point planning method to find the optimal C-arm positions for QCA, which has been recently reported by Preuhs et al. 2 Third, the contrast might have affected QCA variability. A future study is warranted to clarify this issue.
Conclusions
Cine film selection might affect QCA results especially in MLD and LL even when following the same selection criteria. Variation of cine frame for CF also partially influence the variability in QCA results. Although the principles for performing QCA analysis accurately are well established, there remains a significant operator-dependent variability partially due to frame selection. The error range of QCA data must be taken into consideration when using QCA to assess individual patients.
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